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The following person is doing business as: GLAM IT UP.

GLAM IT UP, 21151 S. WESTERN AVE STE 100, TORMAC, CA 90050. This business is conducted by: Copartners. The date registrant started to transact business under the fictitious business name or names listed above: 11/14, 21, 28, 12/5/2019 - 291941

STATEMENT

ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY AS WERE THE NEWS FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4 – 10, 2019

NEPHTUNE – NUMINOUS & MYSTERIOUS

Last Wednesday, Neptune (imagination, illusion, spiritual in a world of materialism) was conjunct in Pisces (same degrees as Neptune’s retrograde) during the years 1849 - 1862. Pisces is a sign that is associated with illusion, the veils between worlds. Neptune was conjunct in Pisces in 1849 during the years that the gold rush; Uncle Tom’s Cabin published; Abraham Lincoln elected; Republican Party formed; seven southern states seceded; Confederate rebel government established; Civil War began (all attributes of slavery); industrial manufacturing, mills, mines, banks, stores & businesses began operating; railroads switched from wood to coal; waves of immigrants (4.2 million) entered the US; California became a state; the spotlight swings from constancy and dependability and places the emphasis on learning? How do you define learning? How do you define spiritual? How do you define “being?” Is there a place for the spotlight to be on someone who is a different or unusual person? How do you define “being?”

ARIES: Have any of your professional endeavors experienced too much expansion, setbacks or transformations? Has a chill, coldness or distance come over relationships? It’s good to introduce the practical concerns that exist between the relationships. There is a level of commitment between people that doesn’t allow for the expression and exploration of the potential that exists between them. Taurus: Independence and the freedom of the individual are not mutually exclusive; independence is to do something for yourself, freedom is to be free of something that is not good for you. Gemini: None of your friends or partners concerns life with you anymore. You’re boring. (You’re two in) one of the zodiac, one face then another encountering the world. The purpose of your dual nature is to provide two realities to humani- ty, a sense of duality, a polarity, of this and that, so humanity can observe both sides of all issues. So few realize your function and gift. Do you feel you yourself being others are equal- ly nurturing (or should be, you think?). That isn’t an astrological intelligence. Libra: Tending and caring for the well-being of everyone is your task due to your extreme sensitiv- ity toward humanity and the life process. Sometimes you overlook yourself being others are equal- ly nurturing (or should be, you think.). That isn’t an astrological reality. Each sign has a different task to cultivate. Begin to nurture yourself, it’s most important for it creates a sense of self-empower- ment.

LEO: You are either a knight or a jester. You’re a savior and a server. Lion or lioness, you’re able to captivate the hearts and minds of everyone. shower others with intense love while needing complete attention in return. In between these dramatic interludes, tend carefully to daily life, health and well-being, and to the small details that come your way. Chiron entered your house of self identity. That will change over time.

VIRGO: On the surface you seem a veryLEREO, rather cool and distant. Inside you are a person with a passion, love runs deep, and like fauns you’re very loyal to those you love, even after death. Here is a rule for Virgos. Never criticize, never compare, never judge. Always praise instead. We become what we praise. “Practise a mantram (which I told Virgo). "We become what we praise. "Practice a mantram (which I told Virgo) "We become what we praise.”

LIBRA: You love being at home. You also love being with others, especially a crowd working together. You like beauty, recognizing it (or its lack) everywhere. As we jour- ney toward our inner star, you learn to discern outer beauty from inner, true intelligence from glamour, true love from false. Libra experiences many relationships in order to learn about and how to be in them. What are you presently learning?

SCORPIO: You have Saturn in your communication house. Saturn is the Dweller on the Threshold, the purveyor of tests to determine how you’ve grown in the last seven years. Saturn makes us feel separate at times. Saturn less- ens the intensity of emotions. You’ll be less consumed by pas- sions and more directed toward developing the mind. With Saturn in your mental sphere, you increase in discernment, discrimi- nation, balance and poise. Attractive qualities.

SAGITTARIUS: Your extreme idealizations sometimes create havoc with life’s realities. So often you are filled with paradoxes and emotional vicissitudes. You see the world in polarities and construct the ideal in everyone. In relationships you believe all needs will be met. You gaze at the stars, you have faith and practice positive thinking for greater and greater realness; here’s a newer mantram (which I told Virgo). “We become what we praise. “Practice a mantram (which I told Virgo). “We become what we praise. “Practice a mantram (which I told Virgo). “We become what we praise.”

CAPRICORN: You display deep constancy and dependability and when loving someone, you’re there forever. Within all this reliability, steadfastness and fidelity there’s a spontaneous creativity (you seek- ing creative self-expression. Your inner star seeks out the new and inventive. Often, being quiet and subdued as you traditionally are, others don’t recognize your true light. Over time this will change as the spotlight swings toward your accomplishments.

AQUARIUS: You look at your work in the world and wonder at its connectivity with others. This connection with humanity is vital to your life’s purpose. You know that “con- tact relates love. “Often we find you alone in an endeavor you have created. Always you must have freedom of movement and of choice. Always you need friends around. Be very vigilant and alert with finances. Be responsible with them. All that you need is always given.

PIECES: You have empathy and compassion. Often you see the potential in others and feel it’s your responsibility to bring that poten- tial forward. Sometimes you take lovers (or friends) who are “poten- tials.” After a time, you the potential grows more real and the two of you are true and Chiron are hovering in your house of self-identity. In the last seven years, you have dissolved. You stand alone. Here you grow.

Risa is founder and director of the Esoteric & Astrological Studies & Research Institute in Santa Cruz. Risa can be reached by email at risagoodwill@gmail.com. Her website is www.risongoodwill.org.
The City of Gardena Notice of Public Hearing

A public hearing will be held in the Council Chambers of the City of Gardena on Tuesday, December 3, 2019 at 6:00 p.m. to consider the following: A WARNING THE CITY OF GARDENA OF A PROPOSED SPECIAL TAX MEASURE; A WARNING THE CITY OF GARDENA OF A PROPOSED SPECIAL TAX MEASURE FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES; AND AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GARDENA, CALIFORNIA, TO PROVIDE FOR THE LEVY AND COLLECTION OF A GARDENA MUNICIPAL CODE REGARDING FILM PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES.

Notice is hereby given that a General Municipal Election will be held in the City of Gardena on Tuesday, March 3, 2020, for the following Measures:

CITY OF GARDENA NEIGHBORHOOD SAFETY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES MEASURE. To adopt certain provisions from the Model Film Ordinance, and to impose certain provisions from the City of Gardena Municipal Code regarding film production and distribution procedures, including the levy and collection of a special tax for the purpose of providing fire protection services and to provide a special fund for the purpose of providing fire protection services; and impose certain provisions from the City of Gardena Municipal Code regarding film production and distribution procedures; and impose certain provisions from the City of Gardena Municipal Code regarding film production and distribution procedures; and impose certain provisions from the City of Gardena Municipal Code regarding film production and distribution procedures; and impose certain provisions from the City of Gardena Municipal Code regarding film production and distribution procedures.
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